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INTRODUCTION

Within many Great Lakes communities, the fl ow of water over the landscape 
in the form of watershed processes, land drainage, and the discharge of rivers 
and streams, represents an important aspect of the natural environment and 
defi ning characteristic of the interaction of humans with the land and water 
they are so dependent upon. Since 1987, local communities, along with state 
and federal agencies, have been engaged in eff orts to address the complex mired 
of water quality concerns and related environmental issues within the Great 
Lakes Area of Concern for the Lower Maumee River and associated watersheds 
in northwest Ohio. Following from provisions of the Great Lakes Water Quality 
Agreement, this eff ort for the lower Maumee has been undertaken within the 
framework of the establishment of a Remedial Action Plan (RAP) approach as 
has been the common undertaking at the Great Lakes Areas of Concern (AOC) 
sites within Canada and the United States. However, at each AOC within the 
Great Lakes Basin, the RAP planning process and resulting approaches and 
outcomes have been site specifi c and unique, oft en refl ecting local interests, the 
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political jurisdictions, issues to be addressed, and perhaps most importantly, 
the presence and roles of the local communities and citizens.

Over the last 20 years a number of studies have reviewed the process and 
progress by which community based planning eff orts have been undertaken 
to complete the necessary steps towards completion of remedial action plans 
(RAPs) in various Great Lakes Areas of Concern (AOCs) in both the United 
States and Canada. Th e most noteworthy of such reviews include Grima et al. 
(1983), Gurtner-Zimmermann (1995, 1996), Hartig et al. (1996), Krantzberg 
(2003), Krantzberg and Houghton (1996), and Hall et al. (2006) – all of 
which do an excellent job of assessing and highlighting the key issues and 
challenges all too common in attempts to create and maintain successful grass 
root structures for RAPs – and to which readers are referred to for additional 
background and discussion. In addition, several writers have examined the 
specific aspects of community organization and engagement within Great 
Lakes Areas of Concern, most notably Beeker et al. (1991), Beierle et al. 
(1999), and Kellogg (1998), in which each paper considers how the need for 
public participation was identifi ed as a key element in addressing Great Lakes 
water quality issues in the context and structure of Areas of Concern and the 
problematic diffi  culties that, along with opportunities, were presented during 
the Remedial Action Plan process within local communities.

Th is chapter will examine the history, planning framework, successes and 
challenges of the RAP planning process within the Maumee AOC and refl ect 
upon the fundamental barriers and opportunities present in the community, 
importance of leadership and innovation, and the driving forces needed to 
achieve the improvements necessary to return the rivers and streams to fi shable, 
drinkable, and swimmable waters for our community. Th e key evolutionary 
steps or approaches to community engagement and involvement via a local 
RAP Advisory Committee will be discussed and conclusions drawn as to the 
elements of each step, changes that occurred as progress continued and also 
waned over the last 20 years, and the current organizational arrangements 
developed as a response to varied challenges and opportunities that emerged 
during the history of the Maumee RAP and for its continued future success.

MAUMEE AREA OF CONCERN

Th e diffi  culties in managing the entire Maumee Basin (a collective area of over 
10,000 square kilometers covering the portions of three states: Ohio, Michigan, 
and Indiana) has long been recognized as a serious barrier to watershed 
management eff orts within the basin, resulting in a long history of stalemate 
and struggles (Nelson and Weschler 1998). Th e lower Maumee River and local 
streams in NW Ohio were designated as a Great Lakes Concern in 1987 by the 
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International Joint Commission (IJC). Th e Maumee AOC (Fig. 13.1) comprised 
a land area of 2,000 square kilometers that consists of several watersheds within 
northwest Ohio that have streams directly discharging into the western basin 
of Lake Erie. Th e population of the Maumee AOC is approximately 450,000 
with several major urban areas, but over 70% of the land area is used for 
rural agriculture (MRAC 2006). Over the past 20 years, a local partnership of 
citizens, government, business and non-governmental environmental interest 
groups have worked together as the Maumee RAP Advisory Committee to 
address a wide range of water quality issues facing the Maumee AOC. Several 
of the problems facing the rivers and streams of this area include: contaminated 
sediments; nutrient loadings; wetland loss; aquatic habitat degradation; bacteria; 
combined sewer overfl ows (CSOs); eutrophication; and non-source pollutants 
from rural runoff .

The Maumee AOC was originally identified as the area extending from 
the Bowling Green water intake near Waterville along the Maumee River 
downstream to Maumee Bay (MRAC 1990). Th e area includes direct drainage 
into the waters that are within Lucas, Ottawa and Wood counties. Th is includes 
Swan Creek, Ottawa River (Ten Mile Creek), Duck Creek, Otter Creek, Cedar 
Creek, Grassy Creek, and Crane Creek. In 1992, this area was extended to the 
east to include Turtle Creek, Packer Creek, and the Toussaint River. Heavy 
metals and organic chemical sediment contamination are what led to the lower 
Maumee River being classifi ed as an Area of Concern (MRAC 1997). Also a 
noted concern was that the Maumee River contributes the largest tributary 
load of suspended sediments and phosphorus to Lake Erie, which would 
become an issue of focus for water quality planning within the AOC (MRAC 
1997). In 2010, USEPA Great Lakes National Program Offi  ce (GLNPO) and 
Ohio EPA approved the further extension of the Maumee AOC boundaries 
so as to incorporate the full watershed units with the AOC in which water 
quality improvements and related restoration projects had been targeted and 
in some cases implemented. In this way eff orts to address the benefi cial use 
impairments assessed on the basis of watershed management units could be 
addressed within the Maumee AOC by the Maumee RAP and local watershed 
partners and agencies.

The Maumee RAP as an organization was created after the first public 
meeting in October 1987. It has grown and changed over the years, but has 
always been a public-private partnership working to restore the health of our 
area’s waterways to fishable and swimmable conditions.The Maumee RAP 
involves a diverse cross-section of environmentally concerned businesses, 
industries, government agencies, non-profit organizations, educators, and 
citizens. Th e Maumee RAP Advisory Committee (MRAC) makes the offi  cial 
decisions for the organization and provides general program oversights. Th e 
MRAC as formed includes action groups (or sub-committees) that are integral 
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to the progress of the Maumee RAP. These action groups address specific 
issues that aff ect the Maumee AOC, such as open spaces, wetlands, agriculture, 
rural, and urban concerns. There have been two action groups utilizing a 
comprehensive watershed approach to improving Swan Creek and the Ottawa 
River. Th e Maumee RAP has also historically focused on public outreach and 
education.

Th e Maumee RAP planning process began on October 1, 1987, when the 
fi rst public meeting was jointly held by the Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) – represented by Ohio statewide RAP coordinator – and the 
Toledo Metropolitan Area Council of Governments (TMACOG), who served as 
the local coordinator for the Maumee RAP. In 1988 the Maumee RAP Advisory 
Committee (MRAC) was offi  cially formed. Th e 74-member MRAC included 
representatives from all levels of government, business and industry, universities 
and other interested individuals. Problem defi nition was completed in 1990 
with the submission of the Maumee RAP Stage 1 Report (MRAC 1990) to Ohio 
EPA. Stage 1 of the RAP process was offi  cially concluded in March 1992 when 
the Maumee RAP Stage 1 Report was reviewed and accepted by the IJC.

After Stage 1 was finished and the Advisory Board was abolished, the 
Maumee RAP Implementation Committee (MRIC) was formed to oversee all 
the restoration activities of Stage 2 that occurred throughout the Maumee AOC. 
In 1997 MRIC released a new Strategic Plan for the organization that utilized 
much of the same structure with a few minor diff erences including a few new 
action groups, a new logo, and a new simplifi ed name for the organization, 
Maumee RAP Committee (MRIC 1997). Th e Strategic Plan classifi ed action 
groups into three categories: issue, support or watershed. Th e MRIC was still 
the formal decision-maker for the organization that resided under the umbrella 
of TMACOG. Th e 1997 Strategic Plan also recommended the reformation of 
the Maumee RAP Advisory Committee (MRAC) to oversee several smaller 
action groups.

A 10-year Activities and Accomplishments Report was completed in 2002 
setting the stage for identifying next steps toward restoration (MRAC 2002). 
Th e next planning step was when the Maumee RAP undertook an intensive 
and ambitious eff ort to create the Maumee AOC Stage 2 Watershed Restoration 
Plan. Th is plan combines the IJC requirements of a Stage 2, USEPA and Ohio 
requirements for a watershed action plan, with attention to the non point 
source management measures of the Ohio Coastal Management Plan, and 
consideration of Total Maximum, Daily Load (TMDL) and Natural Resource 
Damage investigations in the AOC. The plan underwent public review in 
November 2005 and a draft  was submitted to Ohio EPA for review in early 
2006 (MRAC 2006).

Over the two decades a great deal of information has been compiled and 
developed concerning the Maumee AOC. Some of the reports prepared by 
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the Maumee RAP, TMACOG, and the Ohio EPA include Maumee RAP 
Investigation Reports completed in 1988 and 1989; Maumee RAP Stage I 
Investigation Report (MRAC 1990); Maumee RAP Recommendations for 
Implementation (TMACOG 1991); and Activities and Accomplishments in the 
Maumee AOC 1991-2001 (MRAC 2002).

The Maumee RAP Stage I Investigation Report (MRAC 1990) identified 
the environmental problems of the Maumee AOC circa 1990. Th is report also 
identifi ed the known sources of the pollutants and the impairments resulting 
from these problems. Stage I is intended as the first of three stages in the 
development of the complete remedial action plan trilogy as required by AOCs 
by the International Joint Commission. Th is report identifi ed 10 benefi cial use 
impairments (BUIs) for the Maumee Area of Concern including degraded fi sh 
and wildlife populations, fi sh tumors, degradation of benthos, eutrophication, 
and loss of fish and wildlife habitat (MRAC 1990). Assessment of BUIs is 
the standard approach for considering the status of water quality and related 
environmental issues in an AOC and the mitigation of these, also known as 
“delisting” is the aim of restoration by the RAP process. A 74-member MRAC 
spent two years working on Stage I where public participation included numerous 
committee meetings (with members drawn from government agencies, local 
planning authorities, environmental experts, the private sector, and concerned 
citizens), public meetings, document reviews, and consultants with a wide range 
of stakeholders. Th e resulting Stage I would become a blueprint for addressing 
water quality concerns as determined by the BUIs and also set the framework 
for subsequent community engagement in the Maumee AOC.

Following the review and approval of the Stage I report by IJC and Ohio 
EPA, the MRAC was divided into eight subcommittees to address specifi c issues 
and the steps needed to organize eff orts to undertake solutions to resolve key 
water quality concerns. Th ese subcommittees involved representation from key 
stakeholders such as environmental regulatory, agencies, local governments, 
experts from area universities, and citizen organizations. Th e subcommittees 
refl ected a consideration of both the identifi ed BUIs from the Stage I report, 
but also the interest of stakeholders and the targeted eff orts to address the 
most fundamental and signifi cant issues impacting water quality in the AOC. 
Examples of some of the most active and successful subcommittees (in terms 
of eventual actions and activities) included dredge disposal, dumps and 
landfi lls, home sewage disposal, and public and industrial discharges. It should 
be noted that local commitment and leadership (often by key individuals, 
including representatives from local governments and citizen volunteers) 
would be key ingredients to the success of these subcommittees. Th e Maumee 
RAP Recommendations for Implementation (TMACOG 1991) was written 
as a comprehensive listing of the many issues and tasks that needed to be 
undertaken to restore the Maumee AOC. Th is report led to extensive sampling 
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throughout the Maumee AOC and guided other research and community 
education projects. To this day, the current Maumee RAP continues to advocate 
and/or directly sponsor programs and activities to address the projects and 
issues outlined in the Maumee RAP Recommendations for Implementation.

In 1996 the members of the Maumee RAP began to consider the progress 
in respect to the activities outlined in the 1991 implementation report and 
with the 10th anniversary of the establishment of the Maumee RAP and the 
fi rst public community meeting, the MRAC undertook an exercise to prepare 
a strategic plan. Th is plan would establish future goals, guide future activities, 
and set a structure intended to improve the ability of the MRAC to defi ne 
accomplishments in the area of addressing BUIs within the AOC. Th e monthly 
meetings of the MRIC and various subcommittees worked to redefi ne and 
expand the intended goals and actions to be undertaken by the Maumee RAP. 
Th e results of this planning exercise emphasized the importance of the Maumee 
RAP as a partnership and that cooperation among all groups, parties and 
stakeholders within the Maumee AOC (including those not directly working 
or affi  liated with the MRAC) was essential to success. Th e MRAC was charged 
with oversight and general operational direction of the Maumee RAP while the 
various subcommittees were to undertake programs and activities within their 
defi ned issue or focus area. Each action group stated a purpose statement, 
short and long term goals, activities to be undertaken, potential barriers to 
success, and help needed. Action groups were organized around four issues: 
agricultural runoff , dumps and landfi lls, open space and wetlands, and urban 
runoff. To assist in the operational activities and program of the Maumee 
RAP a fi nance action group and public outreach and education action group 
were also established. In acknowledging the growing interest in watershed 
planning in the United States, Ohio and the Great Lakes Basin, action groups 
were created to focus on area specific challenges within two of the most 
signifi cant (and impaired) watersheds within the Maumee AOC: the Ottawa 
River and Swan Creek – both located largely within the City of Toledo. Each 
year the Maumee RAP, and the individual action groups would prepare lists 
of their activities and accomplishments, highlighting projects and initiatives 
linked to water quality concerns within their focus area and to the BUIs for 
the Maumee AOC. A full series of these annual reports can be examined at 
www.partnersforcleanstreams.org.

Many of these programs and activities, along with those projects conducted 
by others in the Maumee AOC community were highlighted in the activities 
and accomplishments report for the Maumee Area of Concern, 1991-2001 
(MRAC 2002). Th is report represented the fi rst attempt to list and summarize 
the many projects and efforts undertaken with the Maumee AOC, by the 
Maumee RAP and its committees, and other community partners. More than 
300 items are listed within 24 diff erent issues identifi ed that cross the BUIs 
for the Maumee AOC. In addition, for each listing an action and activity 
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are identified, the level of Maumee RAP involved determined, date of the 
activity or project, the BUIs aff ected and a summary description. Th e actions 
ranges from small scale one time projects, such as native grass seedings, to 
annual activities such as educational workshops, and to the assessment and 
mitigation of contaminated industrial landfi lls sites that involved millions of 
dollars of local, state and federal funding and multi jurisdictional involvement 
and regulatory actions. Although the report clearly highlighted a high level 
of activities and the completion of projects, one limitation was the inability 
to easy link the completion of the projects and activities to eff orts that were 
addressing or resolving BUIs.

Over the last decade of projects, planning and public outreach a number of 
priorities were identifi ed the required targeted initiatives by the Maumee RAP 
and local partners. Notable successful examples include the Give Water a Hand 
program to provide information and tip cards to businesses and local residents 
on the importance of conserving and protecting water resources, supporting 
regional eff orts towards creating a storm water management standards manual 
developed by TMACOG and Lucas County, stream dam mitigation projects, 
inventorying and assessing rural septic systems and their impacts on stream 
and ditch water quality, and assisting with various opportunities to address 
contaminated river sediments through proposed projects for Great Lakes Legacy 
Act (GLLA) funding. Th e Maumee RAP, and later Partners for Clean Streams 
(PCS) also oversaw the greatly successful Clean Your Streams annual river, 
stream and lake clean up activity undertaken each September in the Maumee 
AOC as part of the Ohio Coast Weeks Program and the International Coastal 
Cleanup event. Clean Your Streams grew rapidly over the years to become the 
largest clean up event the Ohio Coastal Weeks with more than 600 volunteers 
removing garbage and debris from over 50 sites within the Maumee AOC and 
Toledo area. Additional Maumee RAP planning and implementation eff orts 
were targeted at addressing the loss of wetlands and developing a community 
based inventory and assessment tool for stemming impacts to wetlands from 
new development within the Lucas County, Ohio portion of the Maumee AOC 
(Lawrence et al. 2004, Lawrence 2005).

In January 2006, the Maumee Remedial Action Plan (RAP) Committee 
submitted a State II Watershed Restoration Plan for the Maumee River Great 
Lakes Area of Concern (AOC) to the State of Ohio for review and endorsement 
(www.partnersforcleanstreams.org). Th e plan was created in order to fulfi ll the 
requirements, needs and/or use of fi ve water quality programs, including: Ohio 
Department of Natural Resources Watershed Coordinator Program (ODNR 
2006, OEPA 2003); Ohio EPA Great Lakes RAP Program and state RAP 
delisting targets (OEPA 2005); Ohio DNR Coastal Non-point Source Pollution 
Control Program (ODNR 2007); Ohio EPA Total Maximum Daily Load 
Program; and US Fish &Wildlife Service Natural Resources Damage Program 
(ODNR 2000, OEPA 2003).
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Th is plan is intended to serve as a comprehensive regional water quality 
improvement plan in order to provide a single resource for all jurisdictions, 
agencies, organizations, and individuals who are working to restore the 
waterways within the Maumee AOC. The plan includes information and 
maps regarding: Great Lakes Areas of Concern and Remedial Action Plans; 
an environmental background on the Maumee AOC (hydrology, geology, eco-
regions, landuse, etc.); information for the six 11-digit hydrologic units; and 
one large river unit that comprise the Maumee AOC (MRAC 2006).

Watershed Projects Tables (WPTs) were also prepared that contain detailed 
project lists for each major watershed and the WPTs were organized to 
facilitate the delisting of areas and/or issues for the Maumee AOC. Th e WPTs 
include: the causes and sources of water quality concerns; projects; potential 
project partners; funding sources; timeline; status; performance/Environmental 
Measures; Hydrological Unit Code (HUC)/Stream Segment Addressed; and the 
Benefi cial Use Impairment (BUI) aff ected (MRAC 2006).

Th e plan received “Full Endorsement Pending” status from the State of Ohio 
and it is anticipated that the plan will be fully endorsed with the completion of 
a Coastal Nonpoint Source Pollution Management Measures section (Lawrence 
2011). As the Maumee RAP Advisory Committee begins the implementation 
of this plan, they are evaluating which projects will best lead them to delisting, 
as well as how PCS can establish itself as a new organization with community 
support. Th is strategic and organizational planning is expected to be captured 
in Volume 3 of the plan, which is expected to be submitted to Ohio EPA along 
with other requested changes in 2012.

During this planning and review stage the Maumee RAP Advisory 
Committee continued to develop and implement watershed projects and has 
maintained its community outreach eff orts such as:

Ecological and Human Health Risk Assessment for Duck and Otter • 
Creeks;
Highland Park Dam Decommissioning and Riparian Enhancement;• 
Wetland and Riparian Inventory and Restoration Plans for Swan Creek • 
and the Ottawa River;
Partnering for Clean Streams Scout Patch Program;• 
Get the Lead Out!; and• 
Clean Your Streams.• 

While the above documents were being prepared, many other activities 
were also occurring. Research was being conducted and additional issues 
were being addressed. Th e Maumee RAP philosophy, process, and program all 
rely on the power of partnerships. Without community partners the Maumee 
RAP would not succeed and the Maumee AOC would not be restored. Th ese 
occurred from both within the RAP structure by the action groups and 
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outside through community partners. For more details on these various and 
projects the reader is referred to the website of Partners for Clean Streams 
(www.partnersforcleanstreams.org).

Aft er months of discussion and a process of considered organization and 
capacity review, the Maumee RAP Committee determined in early 2007 that 
their best path forward for effi  ciency, eff ectiveness, and sustainability would be 
to form their own non-profi t 501(c)3 organization and to leave the umbrella 
of the Toledo Metropolitan Area Council of Governments (TMACOG), which 
has been the “local host” for the Maumee RAP since its formation in 1987. In 
March 2007, Partners for Clean Streams (PCS) Inc. was offi  cially created as the 
new “umbrella” organization for various water quality programs and initiatives 
within the Maumee AOC. In January 2008, the Maumee RAP Committee 
completed its merger into the PCS organization to become the Maumee RAP 
Advisory Committee. PCS was formed with an interest in supporting local 
and regional water quality improvements in the metro-Toledo area. PCS aims 
to strive for abundant open space and a high quality natural environment; 
adequate fl oodwater storage capacities and fl ourishing wildlife; stakeholders 
who take local ownership in their resources; and rivers, streams, and lakes that 
are clean, clear and safe (www.partnersforcleanstreams.org).

Since January 2008, the Maumee RAP Advisory Committee (MRAC) has 
been nestled within the committee structure of PCS, along with a Development 
Advisory Committee (DAC). Together they serve to assist the PCS Board 
of Directors to deliver a wide range of programs, projects, and community 
outreach eff orts associated with water quality improvements that have been 
of long standing interest to the Maumee RAP community. Community 
organizations and citizen volunteers comprise the memberships of PCS and its 
standing committees: MRAC and DAC.

PCS continues to assist other community partners with projects such as 
the Ottawa River Dam Decommission and Stream Restoration Project; Ottawa 
River Wetland Inventory; and eff orts of the Toledo Rain Garden Initiative, 
supporting and advocating for additional water quality monitoring and 
aquatic ecosystem assessments, including the completion of Total Maximum 
Daily Load (TMDL) studies for rivers and streams in the Maumee AOC by 
Ohio EPA, numerous wetland and riparian habitat inventories and restoration 
projects, public education and outreach eff orts, community watershed tours and 
river canoe trips, engaging local and regional environmental non-government 
organizations such as the Black Swamp Conservancy, Toledo Metro Parks, the 
Ohio chapter of the Nature Conservancy Duck and Otter Creeks Partnership, 
the Boy Scouts of America, and many others. PCS has also continued the 
successful long history of cooperation and engagement by numerous local and 
regional government agencies in addressing water quality issues within the 
AOC, including TMACOG, Lucas County, City of Toledo, Lucas County, City 
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of Sylvania, Sylvania Township, City of Oregon, Wood County, Ottawa County, 
Washington Township, and the Village of Ottawa Hills. Since 2008 many of 
these community based efforts have focused on habitat restoration within 
the Maumee AOC, leading to a grant from the 2010 Great Lakes Restoration 
Initiative (GLRI) was awarded by the US EPA Great Lakes National Program 
Office to PCS that will be utilized to conduct a US $1.3 million wetland, 
riparian and stream corridor restoration project within the Ottawa River/Ten 
Mile Creek Watershed of the Maumee Area of Concern.

DISCUSSION

Th e history of the local remedial action planning eff orts in the Maumee AOC 
reveals the challenges and complex nature of addressing the major water quality 
concerns and the struggle within a community to determine the appropriate and 
most eff ective means of organizing the citizen based participatory approach. It 
appears that the evolution in such eff orts can be characterized by the presence 
of fi ve steps of focusing local attention and actions within the Maumee AOC 
community to fi rst understanding the problems and then determining the best 
pathways towards solutions.

Is Everyone in the Room?

With the initial formation of the Maumee RAP in 1987, a strong eff ort was 
made to develop an inclusive planning approach to ensure that all stakeholders, 
partners and voices were heard and that community groups, agencies and local 
citizens were able to participate in the formation of the guiding principles and 
studies to better understand the range of water quality concerns that existed 
within the Maumee Area of Concern. Th e initial MRAC included 74 members 
with representation from all sectors and key stakeholders: government agencies, 
environmental organizations, industries and the private sector, concerned 
citizens, experts from consulting fi rms and universities, and many others. For 
the fi rst several years of its existence a high level of interest and support existed 
for the Maumee RAP as the local committee engaged the participation of the 
public in key essential decision making in regards to identifying and assessing 
the key issues that needed to be addressed and fostered a strong sense of 
community involvement and stewardship of the Maumee AOC. Th e enthusiasm 
and energy behind the creation of the MRAC, and the strong recognition of 
the need for concrete actions and solutions to address water quality concerns in 
the rivers and streams within the Maumee AOC, would drive much of the early 
success and achievements obtained by the MRAC and its community partners. 
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The inclusiveness and sense of community embodied by the Maumee RAP 
progress and the dedicated involvement of many key organizations, agencies 
and citizens was a remarkable undertaking and achievement of the Maumee 
RAP.

There are Some Big Problems Here!

With the preparation of the Maumee RAP Stage I report and Strategic Plan, 
it become very apparent that the vast geographic size of the AOC and the 
complex diverse nature of the benefi cial use impairments were both presenting 
great challenges in planning and decision-making by the local community. In 
addition, the lack of basic science, monitoring, and baseline data (such as water 
quality measures and parameters) would mean that any eff orts to immediately 
and swift ly resolve benefi cial use impairments (BUIs) would be daunting, if 
not impossible. Yet the community interest and support for the Maumee RAP, 
although still very new with a low profi le by the general public and not as well 
understood by many citizens, would place pressure on addressing immediate 
concerns and making progress on some fronts – in fact on any front – to tackle 
the underlying water quality concerns driving the BUIs.

The continued involvement and engagement of key local partners and 
stakeholders continued and the completion of the Stage I report was seen 
as a key “watershed” event by the Maumee RAP. The level of involvement 
by professionals and scientists was especially signifi cant as it represented a 
continued commitment by those whose expertise and experience was essential 
to translating scientifi c data and knowledge into decision making regarding 
actions and solutions to address the BUIs. There was also a growing and 
continued eff ort to further the engagement of citizens and other community 
organizations through outreach and education activities to address the need 
for better understanding of the issues and challenges facing the Maumee AOC 
and RAP process and to reach a wider diverse representative of stakeholders 
drawn from various local communities and existing organizations beyond 
those who were initially involved with the establishment of the Maumee RAP 
and the completion of the Stage I report.

As is common in many planning exercises the initial excitement and 
enthusiasm stemming from the completion of the Stage I report would soon be 
met with the realization of the challenges ahead facing the Maumee RAP and 
local community on how to achieve the loft y goals set to “delist” the individual 
BUIs and by collective actions move the Maumee from an Area of Concern. 
Although many successful projects and activities, many noted accomplishments 
would be achieved, and priority actions undertaken that would sustain interest 
and involvement in the Maumee RAP for the coming years. Such activities 
were oft en focused in several of the Maumee RAP action groups that managed 
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to involve and engage a strong and diverse representation of local stakeholders 
committed to making clear progress towards addressing key challenges and 
concerns, especially in the areas of rural runoff  and dumps and landfi lls.

We Must All Work Together

During the decade following the completion of the Stage I reports, attempts 
were made to address the most serious and persistent problems associated 
with BUIs. One example was the long effort by many different partners, 
federal and state agencies, and local governments to address the sources of 
contaminants from numerous industrial landfi lls along the Ottawa River in the 
City of Toledo. At the cost of millions of dollars in federal and state funding 
these eff orts during the 1990s led to the remediation of the most signifi cant 
of these sites. During this time the Maumee RAP Committee had organize 
an action group on Dumps and Landfi lls whose active members continue to 
advocate and lobby for additional eff orts and focus on these sites due to their 
ongoing contributions of PCBs and other toxic contaminants into the Ottawa 
River. It also became very apparent that with the organizational structure and 
involvement of those with the Maumee RAP. Th ere existed a certain capacity 
and ability to undertake the necessary steps to achieve successes with targeted 
BUIs or watersheds within the Maumee AOC, although these eff orts need to 
extend beyond the direct oversight or involvement of the Maumee RAP to 
include those agencies, organizations and individuals with responsibilities, 
authorities and the resources (especially fi nancial and regulatory) to tackle the 
most important and oft en most challenging and complex issues that faced the 
Maumee AOC.

In addition to the aforementioned industrial landfi lls issue, the Maumee 
AOC was characterized by a number of long term, regional, and complex 
water quality issues linked to BUIs that were the result of a multitude of 
causes and sources for water pollutants stemming from a variety of point and 
non-point sources. Th e urbanization portion of the Maumee AOC, especially 
within the City of Toledo, was plagued by aged and degraded sewer and water 
treatment services resulting in all too frequent combined sewer overflow 
(CSO) discharges of signifi cant volumes of untreated sanitary and storm sewer 
waters into the Ottawa River, Swan Creek and Maumee River. Th is issue would 
require considerable political willpower, fi nancial resources, regulatory and legal 
means, and commitment of local, regional, and state governments – way beyond 
the capacity and role of the Maumee RAP. In this case such involvement and 
activities in many ways superseded the role and involvement of the Maumee 
RAP where the fundamental actions needed to address the problem were more 
a function of partnerships and collaboration rather then direct activities by the 
Maumee RAP. Th e problem of CSOs within the City of Toledo would ultimately 
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involve the negotiation of a legally binding consent agreement between the 
City and US EPA requiring considerable eff ort (and at the cost of more than 
US$400 million by the local taxpayers and utility ratepayers) to resolve the 
infrastructure improvements by the creation of another local partnership – the 
Toledo Waterways Initiative.

Solutions are the Solution

By 2001 it had become very apparent that the preceding 14 years had resulted 
in an expansive and impressive number of successful projects and eff orts within 
the Maumee AOC by a large number of key groups, agencies, organizations 
and volunteers. Th e activities and accomplishments report by the Maumee 
RAP Committee highlighted hundreds of these eff orts and the many dollars 
and volunteer hours committed to undertaking the wide range and scope of 
activities and initiatives within the Maumee AOC. Although a large number 
of activities and projects continued to be proposed, developed, implemented 
and completed within the Maumee AOC by the MRAC and other community 
partners, there was a growing concern or frustration rising over the need 
to move beyond planning and organization to actual solutions linked to 
addressing specifi c solutions that would resolve BUIs. Th e MRAC and actions 
groups began to expand its commitment and involvement from public outreach 
and education, facilitating and coordinating AOC priorities and activities, and 
supporting the direct work of other community organizations and agencies, to 
undertake more solution based eff orts.

Examples would include eff orts by the rural runoff  action group to work 
with local farmers on establishing conservation buffer strips on actively 
cultivated farmland to reduce the input of soil from the erosion off  farmland, 
bringing together local governments in the urban communities of the Maumee 
AOC to consider improvements to storm water management practices, and 
the work of open space and wetlands action group to secure a state project 
grant to complete a classifi cation and inventory of wetlands with Lucas County 
through the use of remote sensing and geographic information systems (GIS) 
technologies (Lawrence et al. 2004). Th e level of involvement and activity by 
these action groups reached a renewed interest and eff ort as members became 
directly involved with projects from concept to design and completion. Th e 
results of these eff orts would result in improvements directly linked to water 
quality issues within the Maumee AOC and drove interest and enthusiasm 
towards a move forward in successfully addressing BUIs and hope for continued 
progress. Alas this progress was not able to be sustained beyond the completion 
of the individual projects which had driven the continued public participation 
in the eff orts of the MRAC and action groups and as these successful projects 
reached their natural conclusions, continued involvement and commitment by 
many MRAC and action groups would begin to wane. Th e general consensus 
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was that aft er over 20 years, marked by much success and the completion of a 
large number of projects and activities, which collectively had achieved great 
progress within the Maumee AOC, the community was disappointed that 
measured achievements in the solutions and improvements of BUIs had yet to 
be gained and more fully achieved. 

Let’s be More Focused and Result Orientated

As the Maumee RAP approached its 20th anniversary in 2007, it had become 
apparent that for all the successes and achievements over the previous two 
decades, the fundamental goal of removing beneficial use impairments was 
falling short. It was no fault of the eff orts, funding, partnerships, commitment, 
and involvement of stakeholders and volunteers, but instead a refl ection of the 
acknowledgement of the enormity of the endeavor fi rst expressed early during 
the existence of the Maumee AOC – the vast size of the area and complexity 
of the problems underlying the BUIs. The work on the Stage II/Watershed 
Restoration Plan and the formation of Partners for Clean Streams (PCS) were 
both in part driven by – and the result of – an eff ort to reformulate a more 
focused and strategic approach to planning eff orts to address the BUIs within 
the Maumee AOC. Th ese eff orts were also greatly infl uenced by renewed and 
revised orientations by US EPA GLNPO and Ohio EPA to make the Great Lakes 
AOC and RAP progress more goal driven towards delisting AOCs by better 
understanding, evaluating, addressing and where possible eliminating the BUIs.

Th en in 2005, Ohio EPA released comprehensive directions and guidance 
towards delisting BUIs by establishing set scientifi c targets for each BUI that 
if attained by the evidence of quantifi able measures would allow for delisting 
of BUIs. Th is event would in many respects revitalize the local community 
towards considering the means by which the Maumee RAP could identify 
specific goals to reach in order to begin to more directly address specific 
BUIs and facilitate the necessary projects and activities to mitigation BUIs to 
the point at which their status would led towards delisting. In addition, US 
EPA and Ohio EPA in assessing progress and barriers towards success with 
the Great Lakes Areas of Concern, would begin to encourage innovations in 
addressing BUIs, the functional organizational structures for AOCs, renewed 
funding opportunities for operations and projects tied to BUIs, and generally 
support and direct RAPs, including the Maumee, to focus on those activities 
and projects that could be directly measured and tied to resolving BUIs. In the 
Maumee AOC this change and challenge to rethink approaches would result in 
moving to a mindset and organizational structure that would better facilitate 
actions directed at specifi c projects and in watersheds.

From 2005 to 2007, the MRAC downsized to a more lean and functional 
entity and discarded the long standing approach and eff orts around action 
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groups to have the MRAC serve more as an advisory function to other existing 
groups and organizations already in place working to address water quality 
issues within the Maumee AOC. It would be the role of the MRAC to link 
these projects and activities to BUIs and support and direct the focused eff orts 
within the Maumee AOC towards these issues. In 2007, in order to create 
the necessary organizational structure, and fl exibility to undertake this new 
role, the MRAC became a committee of Partners for Clean Streams (PCS). 
MRAC would transform into the role of public participation and input into 
the directions and activities of PCS that assumed the day to day operations and 
annual programs and activities formerly the responsibility of the MRAC. PCS 
would become the legal and fi nancial agent for the MRAC and as a 501(c)3 non-
profi t organization PCS had the capacity to secure additional fi nancial resources 
to support programs and initiatives with the Maumee AOC, including public 
outreach and education, environmental improvements, habitat restoration, and 
water quality monitoring. PCS would work in association with TMACOG and 
the Duck and Otter Creeks Partnership to complete a watershed restoration 
plan for the Maumee AOC, which would also take the form of a Stage II report. 
From 2007-2009 PCS secured a grant from the Joyce Foundation to undertake 
three urban restoration projects within the Maumee AOC. In recent years, 
PCS has continued to foster community partnerships, engage local groups in 
undertaking projects directed at BUIs within the Maumee AOC, supported the 
ongoing eff orts by other organizations and agencies to address water quality 
concerns, and continued to raise the public awareness and involvement of the 
varied stakeholders who have interest in – or support for – the collective eff orts 
towards delisting of the BUIs for the Maumee AOC.

CONCLUSION

As discussed by Downs (1972), the challenge of maintaining public interest 
(and the resulting community involvement and commitment) needed to 
address environment concerns is a real and serious barrier to achieving long 
term sustained success and achievement aimed to achieve signifi cant success. 
Th e questions raised by Downs (1972), and subsequently observed in many 
community and volunteer based environmental organizations including with 
the Maumee RAP, is how to maintain and in fact foster, consistent progress 
towards measurable success in the light of the time and effort required 
for such achievement resulting in a loss or decline in the participation so 
necessary for such locally based community eff orts. Th e history of community 
involvement and participation in the RAP process within the Maumee AOC 
can be characterized by the evolution of aims and approaches to engage the 
community and the range of stakeholders in attempts to better understand and 
address the fundamental water quality concerns and issues that result in the 
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benefi cial use impairments identifi ed and addressed for the rivers and streams 
within the Maumee AOC.

As the 25th anniversary of the 1987 amended Great Lakes Water Quality 
Agreement – which designated the Great Lakes Area of Concern – is soon 
approaching an opportunity presents itself to reflect on the experiences, 
challenges and opportunities represented by the eff orts and accomplishments 
of individual Great Lakes RAPs within the AOC and the collective history and 
lessons learned. Th e experience of the Maumee RAP as a forum of community 
based participatory planning and governance provides some refl ection and 
experience, highlighted by its location as the community where the 1987 
GLWQA was fi rst signed (in Toledo in November 1987) and where one of 
the initial local community Great Lakes RAP organizations was formed. Th e 
steps or approaches undertaken by the Maumee RAP community over the 
last few decades refl ect how diffi  cult and overwhelming the challenges have 
been to consider how – and make eff orts towards – resolving the complex 
numerous water quality challenges that exist with an Area of Concern. Th e 
eff orts have also shown a natural evolution and progression in the dedication 
and commitment of a community represented by agencies, organizations and 
citizens that can make progress towards a collective and focused eff orts to again 
return our rivers and streams to a “drinkable, fi shable and swimmable” state.

The flow of water has remained a constant natural process within the 
Maumee Area of Concern as the landscape leading to the drainage of these 
waters continues to be impacted and modified by a wide range of human 
activities and land uses and the need to engage and involve communities in 
a process of local effort and outreach to preserve and protect the valuable 
water resources so critical to sustaining life, the environment, and future 
of the watersheds, rivers and streams of the Great Lakes. Th e ongoing fl ow 
of water has also continued to drive the necessity for dedicated planning 
approaches in these local communities that watch the seasonal, annual and 
long term drainage of water as an essential life blood deemed so important to 
the sustained subsidence and survival as a collective society and as individuals 
with the Maumee AOC.
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